4X4 IN SWARTBERG

Progress is slow due to the
breathtaking scenery rather than
the technical nature of the route.
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LONE STAR
The Swartberg
4x4 trail is the
ticket if you
are craving
solitude.

4X4 IN SWARTBERG

Extreme
weather has
sculpted
many of the
protruding
rocks into
bizarre
geological
formations.

Swartberg Nature
Reserve lies
40 km from
Oudtshoorn.

B

EYOND THE CANGO
CAVES, WHERE THE TAR
ENDS ABRUPTLY, the road
starts to climb the scenic
Swartberg Pass. As you meander up the historic gravel pass, built by the
illustrious Thomas Baines, a roadside sign
confirms you are entering the Swartberg
Nature Reserve. My co-driver, Sancroft
Damant, and I were headed towards Ou
Tol, where we would spend the night.
Earlier we’d stopped at the CapeNature
office in Oudtshoorn to collect keys to the
gate and hut – keys to the mountains and
a rocky 4x4 trail. The access-restricted
4x4 route starts from the Swartberg Pass
midway between Die Top and Ou Tol hut,
roughly 19 kilometres before the village of
Prince Albert. From the gate we wound
our way through deep ravines and over
rocky necks as the trail snaked east across
the high northern slopes of the Swartberg.
These wild mountains form part of the
contorted Cape Fold Mountain range.
Extreme weather has sculpted many of the
protruding rocks into bizarre geological
formations that demanded we stop regularly to enjoy the picturesque surroundings.
After crossing through Ribbokkloof and
over the trickle known rather grandly as
Voetpad River, the track began to climb
towards the towering crags once more. Despite a brutal Cape winter, the 4x4 trail was
in excellent condition and our VW Amarok had more than enough clearance and
power to overcome the challenges without
any trouble. Engaging low range ensured a
smooth ride on the trail’s exciting rocky ascents and steeper descents. It also allowed
the driver some respite to enjoy the sweep-

ing vistas northwards over the Great Karoo
and onto the distant Nuweveld Mountains.
Although you could comfortably drive
the 12,8-kilometre route to Bothashoek
Hut in two hours, we had been encouraged
to allow at least three hours to properly
appreciate the journey. In the end we took
seven glorious hours to reach the hut and
I believe it would be sacrilegious to do the
drive any quicker. The trail offers a real
sense of wilderness and progress is slow
primarily due to the breathtaking scenery
and views rather than the technical nature
of the route.
After detouring around Gousberg
and over Luiperd Nek, we stopped for a
mountain-top picnic before descending to
Bothashoek. While the secretive cats the
spot is named after eluded us, we did see
klipspringer, grey rhebok, chacma baboon,
large grey mongoose and dassie (rock hyrax) along the route. We also notched up
a number of the reserve’s 130 bird species
and enjoyed especially memorable sightings of soaring Verreaux’s eagle and jackal
buzzard. Not to forget dime-a-dozen Cape
sugarbirds feeding on proteas and other
flowering fynbos.
Officially listed as a 28,4-kilometre outand-back 4x4 route, there is an option
to continue past the Bothashoek hut for
a few more kilometres to a spectacular
viewpoint atop Blouberg. At this point
a chain blocks the road, preventing you
from continuing any further east along the
management track, but the wraparound
vistas over the rugged mountainous terrain make the scenic detour worthwhile.
Overnighting at the remote Bothashoek
hut is an experience to savour. Although >
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1. Ou Tol lies near the top of the Swartberg Pass and offers accommodation
and hearty meals.
2. The area can be explored in a 4x4
or on foot.
3. A rugged mountain road leads to
impressive vistas.
2

UNEXPLORED GEM The sprawling Swartberg Nature Reserve, in the Oudtshoorn
district between the Great and Little Karoo, preserves a big tract of mountainous habitat,
some 184 000 hectares. It incorporates the Gamkaskloof Valley (Die Hel), Towerkop Nature
Reserve in the west, and Gamkaspoort Nature Reserve to the north. Yet it is a largely unknown
wilderness that doesn’t even see 500 visitors a year at present.
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1. Curious
geological formations abound in
the Swartberg
Mountains.
2. A camera trap
image of a Swartberg leopard.
3. It’s a chance to
feel like you’re on
top of the world.

MOUNTAIN
LEOPARDS

TRIP PLANNER
2

the basic, self-catering accommodation at
the 12,8-kilometre mark is not serviced,
previous trailists had left it spotlessly
clean. Comprising three bedrooms and a
kitchen, the hut also boasts solar-heated
showers, flush toilets (don’t forget toilet
paper like we did!) and drinking water.
But the absolute highlight of a stay at
Bothashoek is the well-positioned braai
on the veranda (remember to bring your
own wood). Cracking a beer and braaing
some steaks and boerewors under a full
moon with only nature for company typifies the Swartberg wilderness.
Next morning we felt like stretching our
legs and the 45-minute hike up to Bushman’s Nek on the ridge behind the hut
proved the perfect distraction. Arriving at
the rocky ridge, not far below the summit
of Boesmanskop, our toil was rewarded

with spectacular views not only east and
west along the Swartberg range, but also
southwards over De Hoek towards the distant Outeniqua Mountains and coast.
Although you have no option but to
drive back along the same track, the westward journey provides an opportunity to
enjoy the views from a completely different
perspective. As you wind your way back
towards the Swartberg Pass, it’s well worth
keeping an eye out for the Seweweekspoort
peak, the highest point in the Western
Cape at 2 325 metres.
Arriving back at Ou Tol, Crofty sighed
and said: “I can’t wait to return and do it all
again with my own bakkie and family. The
mountainous terrain is seriously beautiful
and wild but, thankfully, the 4x4 trail isn’t
too hardcore.”
It wasn’t easy to give those keys back.

Gareth Mann heads up the Gouritz Project of
the Cape Leopard Trust, covering the Gamkaberg, Rooiberg and Swartberg in the Little
Karoo. Gareth did an extensive camera-trap
survey to estimate the size and density of the
leopard population in the region, using 68
camera stations surveying 143 sites spread
over 3 000 square kilometres. The project
produced a staggering 12 000 mammal photographs, including 163 leopard images, enabling
Gareth and his team to identify 44 mammal
species along with 29 different leopards.
“The local leopard population has undoubtedly benefited from the safe haven provided
by the rocky, mountainous terrain. The overall population density I’ve calculated for the
Little Karoo is approximately 0,75 leopards
per 100 square kilometres. The true Swartberg population size is probably a bit bigger.”

His research also revealed that leopards
have survived only in the mountainous areas
of the region.
“The World Heritage-inscribed Gamkaskloof (Die Hel) area of the Swartberg range
appears to be particularly appealing to
leopards, with nine individuals photographed
in this zone during a three-month period in
2012. This is an unusually high number given
the typically large home ranges of leopards in
the Little Karoo.”
GPS collar technology has provided insights into the preferred diet of the leopard
population. Data collected from a 40 kilogram
adult male leopard, known as Hugo, revealed
that the Swartberg feline favoured surprisingly large prey species, eating anything from
porcupines, baboons and small antelope to
eland calves and donkeys.
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WEATHER Winter in Swartberg is cold,
often with snow on the mountains and
temperatures well below freezing, while
summers can be hot with temperatures
soaring to 40 ° C or more. Rain can occur
throughout the year.

3

WHEN TO GO The best time to tackle the
4x4 route is in autumn, March to early
June, or spring, September to November.
Snow and heavy rain can make it particularly challenging in winter. Because
the pass and 4x4 trail sometimes close
after heavy snowfalls, it is advisable to
call the Swartberg Nature Reserve on
044-203-6300 to check on local conditions before setting out.
HOW DIFFICULT IS IT? Swartberg is
not a particularly technical trail, so any
4x4 with reasonable clearance should
be fine. A low range gear option is not
a necessity, but it certainly ensures a
smoother drive and more comfortable
ride. CapeNature allows a minimum of
two and maximum of four vehicles on
the route at any one time, the cost is
R200 a vehicle.
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ACCOMMODATION The three-bedroom
huts at Ou Tol and Bothashoek sleep
up to 12 people and must be booked
in advance. R160 a person a night. Ou
Tol, which has a small coffee shop and
information centre, is situated on the
main Swartberg Pass Road, while secluded Bothashoek can be reached only
along the Swartberg 4x4 trail or on an
overnight hike.
ACTIVITIES CapeNature maintains
five hiking trails in the Swartberg area,
ranging from scenic day hikes to a fourday, self-guided trek. Mountain biking,
birding, waterfall watching and culturalhistorical excursions exploring the
Gamkaskloof section are also available
to visitors. For more information, visit
www.capenature.co.za.
BOOKINGS CapeNature 021 483 0190 or
reservation.alert@capenature.co.za
4. A klipspring surveys its kingdom.
5. The views will tempt you to go
slow. Why not stop for a picnic to
enjoy the scenery at your leisure?
6. The remote Bothashoek hut.
7. Swartberg boasts a variety of
protea species.
8. High clearance is required for
the trail.
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